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BS:  This is an oral interview with Dr. Mort Turner, formerly of the National Science 

Foundation. We'll cover what brought him to the National Science Foundation and to the 

Antarctic Program and his work with the United States Antarctic Research Program over the 

years, up through his retirement and beyond. The date is the 21st of January 1997. It's 2:20 in 

the afternoon.  

 

MT:  I went to high school in Vallejo, California - a Navy town, but I was not connected with the 

Navy. My father was in the local school system and when it came time to go to college, I went to 

Berkeley because that was the closest place and it was cheap for a California resident. And I had 

the idea I was going to be an archaeologist, only I found out that archaeologists had to have lots 

of foreign languages and couldn't work on American archaeology until they were graduate 

students, so I quickly switched over to geology and then when I was registering, I found out that 

there was a geology major in the College of Mining that didn't require any foreign languages, so 

I switched over to that before classes started and stayed with it through four years. Actually, five 

years if you count summer schools. And got a degree in College of Mining, College of 

Engineering later, in geological engineering. But, all my classes were in the regular Geology 

Department, and I majored in metal mining primarily, hard rock mining, geology. I got up to the 



point where I was going to be drafted and went to see the Army Recruiting Officer at Berkeley 

and he said, "We don't want you drafted. We want you to have a degree." So, he arranged to have 

me sworn in that day without going home so I wouldn't get caught by another draft notice that I 

knew was coming.  

 And so I enlisted and stayed for part of another semester and that way, I finished up with 

a degree instead of having to come back for it. Worked out pretty well on that. Went into the 

Army. I got called up from the Reserve and then after I was in the Army, at Aberdeen Proving 

Ground, I got a notice that I had received my degree, which I had petitioned for before I was 

called up. So, I ended up in Army Specialized Training Program as a graduate student in 

metallurgical engineering at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, which didn't have much of a geology 

department. That was OK. And stayed there for about 6 months working as a graduate student 

and then got reassigned back to Aberdeen Proving Ground. I was interviewed by Edwin Hubble, 

the head of the Ballistics Laboratory and assigned into a group there called exterior ballistics 

which was research on bodies flying through space from the time they left a muzzle of a gun or 

rocket launcher. When it was still in the muzzle, it was called interior ballistics and after it 

impacts, it was called terminal ballistics. I was in exterior ballistics, that is about projectiles 

while they are flying through the air. Our research was primarily photographing projectiles in the 

air. It took a lot of mathematicians to analyze the projectile path. I was there working as an 

engineer, running a high-speed movie camera, among several similar engineers. 

 

BS:  Was Doc Edgerton there? 

 

MT:  Dr. Edgerton helped design the cameras and may have been there sometimes, but I did not 

work with him. He was working on developing very high-speed cameras. Once or twice I 

worked on that kind of cameras. They took pictures at up to about 8000 frames a second. But, I 

was mostly working on Hollywood-type movie cameras that had been jumped up from about 16 

frames a second to 60 or so a second. Thirty-five mm film ran through the cameras extremely 



fast and my main job was to keep the cameras running. If it didn't, it would jam up the whole 

inside of the camera. It would fill up with pieces of movie film that you pulled out with a little 

needle nose pliers. So, the main thing was to get the record and that record was a rocket or a 

projectile flying through the air.  
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Then what we'd taken with the movie camera was projected onto a graph paper and the position 

of the rocket, for example, was marked on the graph paper. There'd be a whole series of cameras 

down the tracks of the projectile so that the path was put on the same piece of graph paper from 

the different cameras. Then mathematicians would reduce all that to three-dimensional formulas. 

This was done with solid trigonometry. I didn't have anything to do with that. We were just 

strictly technicians running the cameras. The flight paths were calculated by mathematicians. We 

did some early rocket work. Just before I got there, they had rockets that would just barely get 

out of the launching tube and fall on the ground. Then they got some better rockets from the Jet 

Propulsion  Laboratory at Cal Tech, and got them so they'd go a mile or two. And they finally 

got some bigger ones that would go up to ten miles, but these were not anything like what the 

Germans and Russians had. We were just getting into it and developing air to ground rockets that 

were later put on airplanes. We were sent to the desert in California three times and fired rockets 

that went 10 to  12 miles. Dr. Goddard had developed these rockets and we worked with him. 

About that time, we captured the German V-2s  and that was at least an order of magnitude better 

than we had. So, we then started working on the V-2s, doing the same sort of work, plotting the 

trajectories and trying to work up firing tables. But, we didn't have instruments that were good 

enough. We had to bring in German optical instruments as well because ours just wouldn't track 

such a fast rocket that well. So we had beautiful German tracking equipment along with the 

rockets we captured from them.  



 And then I finally went out to New Mexico and helped survey in an area for a firing 

range, that is now White Sands Proving Ground. We worked there with German prisoners of war 

which included Dr. Werner Von Braun and others. They didn't consider themselves prisoners of 

war, really, but they were officially. They did all the firing. We just handled the basic equipment.  

 We worked there for about 8 months and it became time for me to get out of the Army. 

Because I could get out of the Army,  I did. I wanted to go back to school. Meantime, I married 

Laura Pérezy Mendez, one of the mathematicians I had worked with. So, I quit that program and 

went back to Berkeley and enrolled as a Master's candidate in geology. And I needed to do some 

field work someplace, so my wife and I talked it over and we had enough money saved up. We 

decided to go to Puerto Rico. She hadn't been home during the war. She'd been up here going to 

school and got frozen out of travel because of restrictions and priorities and I'd never been there 

to meet any of her relatives. 

 

BS:  Was she a geology student? 

 

MT:  No, she was a mathematician. And so we went down there and I worked on local geology 

around her home for several miles in all directions. It was extremely complex and extremely 

interesting. I finished up and went back to Berkeley. I needed to get out of school and earn a 

living because we had a baby. I was offered a job with the State Geological Survey in San 

Francisco and took it. But that meant that I really didn't work any longer on my Master's thesis. 

There wasn't time. And so with the State Survey, I was told to work on California clay deposits, 

which I had known nothing about. This was not my major at all, but I did that anyway. I finally 

took some of the clay work from California and made it into a Master's thesis, which left the 

Puerto Rican material hanging loose. I worked for about 4 years for the State Geological Survey, 

mostly on industrial minerals - clays, sand, gravel and other industrial-type minerals. My job was 

finding deposits for companies to use, trying to see how they were operating, and what they 

needed. 
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And finally, after several years, I knew that I had to get something done with my thesis. I finally 

wrote it up as the geology of a major clay deposit from California and turned it in. One of my 

associates at the California Division of Mines had done some work in Latin America and a friend 

of his was in Puerto Rico with the US Geological Survey. He convinced Puerto Rico that they 

needed a local geological survey, and so he did some of the basic paper work that got the 

geological survey going within the Puerto Rican government. He got some money through the 

legislature and support from the local scientists from their Puerto Rico Development 

Administration. And then he called me and wanted to know if I'd like to be the State Geologist 

down there. We talked about it by letter and by telephone and it sounded good. My wife hadn't 

been home since I did field work there a few years before. So, we went down there and I became 

State Geologist. This was based primarily on the fact that I'd done field work there and knew the 

area. I was to help develop mineral resources in Puerto Rico that had never  been developed. 

There had been some mining off and on, in the Spanish period, primarily. A little bit in the post-

Spanish period. Good iron and copper deposits plus some industrial minerals. And so I tried to 

build that up. Got the USGS in on essentially a consulting basis. We wanted geologic mapping 

done. I wasn't supposed to be doing geologic mapping, but the USGS was in that business, so we 

got them in and they were mapping the island starting at the east end and working westward. 

And I, in the meantime, tried to bring in mining companies and people like that to look for 

mineral deposits. Two groups, a Jamaican mining company and a New York-Canadian mining 

company came in and each got concession for prospecting in a major part of the island. And in 

that process, the New York-Canadian company found some big copper deposits. We worked up 

rules and contract wording for them. But the governor would never sign the contract because it 

was politically too dangerous. And I wrote up mining regulations for them which I thought were 

very liberal for the country, Puerto Rico. But the legislature thought it was the other way around. 



They didn't understand the economics of mining and why the government gets a very small 

royalty out of it. So I finally got disgusted with the whole thing. I needed money to get back to 

the States to put my kids in high school up here. So, I quit to become a consultant for whatever 

time it took to save some money. In the meantime, we'd gotten an international geological 

conference going - Second Caribbean Geological Conference. There'd been the first one in the 

British colony of Antigua. So we got the second three years later. We got a grant to bring in 

people from some of the countries around the Caribbean that didn't have much money. 

 

BS:  Which year was this? 

 

MT:   I quit the Geological Survey in Puerto Rico in December of '58. And the conference was in 

the early spring of '59. The program manager for geology from the National Science Foundation 

came down just to do a field check on how the conference was being run. So, he came down for 

the conference and he liked the way it was going. He liked the way I'd operated with the 

conference. 
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I was free then, so he asked me if I'd like to come up and interview at NSF, so we'd look each 

other over. So, I went to DC about May of '59. I got there, looked around and liked what I saw. It 

looked like it was going to be a good set up. And all of a sudden, everything changed. The 

program manager at NSF said, "Sorry, the job in the geology division of NSF, or science 

division, isn't open any more. But, Tom Jones suddenly needs somebody. He's been assigned to 

run the Antarctic program. He's handling it all himself and he can't. It's too much for one 

person." 

 

BS:  It was just Tom at that time? 



 

MT:  Tom also had George Toney for logistics and Phil Smith for logistics.  

 

BS:  They were THE three at the Division of Polar or what became . . .  

 

MT:  THE three. The three ran the entire Antarctic program. They were under the International 

Division at NSF and became a division later.. 

 

BS:  I see. So there were three men. 

 

MT:  Three men only. Tom Jones was supposed to handle all the money, which meant that he 

was supposed to get proposals in and process them all through the bureaucracy, and get the 

money out to everybody. And this was just more than he could handle. 

 

BS:  This leads to a question. In IGY, who coordinated the science if it wasn't NSF? 

 

MT:  During the IGY, it was the Academy of Sciences rana the Antarctic program entirely. 

 

BS:  Directly out of the Academy of Sciences. 

 

MT:  Yeah. They got the appropriation money from various parts of the government.  

 

BS:  And they divided it up. 

 

MT:  And I believe it was Eisenhower that wanted the entire Antarctic program all in one spot 

and so it was decided to put it in the National Science Foundation. This could have gone into the 

Department of Defense or State. It could have gone anywhere. It was essentially an independent 



part of the National Science Foundation. We came under this Foundation for rules and 

regulations, but as far as giving out money and how to handle grant proposals, we were pretty 

independent. It was recognized that people weren't just going to propose to do things in the 

Antarctic, so we could actually go out on the telephone or in person around universities and 

drum up proposals. 

 

BS:  So it was you, Phil Smith, George Toney and Tom Jones. You were the four starters of the 

Office of Antarctic Programs. OK.  

 

MT:  And so I ended up handling all the proposals and grants. Tom did the politics. Tom had a 

pretty good in with the President and the President's science advisor. He was able to pick up the 

phone and able to handle the politics of it directly. So, I got proposals in, sent them out for 

review. Decided where they were supposed to go and tried to make the money spread out. And 

we had a grant, we had an appropriation from Congress for this. A separate line item. It was not 

part of the regular NSF appropriation. In other words, we had a certain amount of money that 

could not be taken away from us to be put in some other part of the Foundation. It couldn't be 

shifted around, and this was part of being a somewhat independent part of the Foundation. The 

Academy of Sciences was still very much involved in reviewing proposals and they did a lot of 

recruiting of research also. And they had panels that reviewed proposals. They took a broader 

look at reviewing, more like the rest of the Foundation. We would also pick reviewers and send 

it out along with sending in a proposal to the Academy of Science. We would also send out the 

same proposals to other scientists around the country to get a broader review of process. 

 

BS:  You handled grants other than geology and mining. 

 

MT:  Yeah. I handled everything for all scientific disciplines. 

 



BS:  Birds? 

 

MT:  Birds, ocean, atmosphere, everything except straight logistics. And I had had a fairly broad 

education. I had taken a lot of different courses and mining in itself was broad anyway. With 

mining, you need to know how to do geology and many other scientific disciplines.  
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I'd gotten involved in biology through interests in broad science and so I had to handle every 

kind of proposal. The proposals would come in. We'd automatically send them to the Academy. 

They'd come back with their recommendations and then I'd send them out to others in the 

scientific community in whatever the subject was. And there was a little bit of conflict 

sometimes between what the Academy wanted and what we thought was proper science, but 

usually it worked out OK. 

 

BS:  So your first review was at the Academy? 

 

MT:  It was concurrent. The Academy looked at the proposals and out in the scientific 

community as well. 

 

BS:  Did you entertain proposals from the science community?  Did they start there or did you . . 

? 

 

MT:  Theoretically they started as voluntary proposals, but actually we would recruit a lot of 

them because we would have a program to fill. If somebody were going to the Ohio Range, then 

we'd want to put other people there too to use up the logistics that set up the camp. So, I would 

go out and find science to be done in the same spot. Find somebody who would volunteer to do 



it. There still had to be a proposal to consider. It still had to go out for review, but we could 

recruit it, which the rest of the Foundation didn't do. And that was in, let's see . . . I went to work 

for them in June of '59. They needed somebody in a hurry. We were working on the '59-'60 field 

program at that time, which had been pretty well worked up already because it was late by that 

time. And we had people that had been in the IGY and were coming back and some wanted to go 

back to complete research. Some others were new people. I got acquainted with a lot of them at 

the orientation meeting. 

 

BS:  Skyline? Was that Skyline then? 

 

MT:  The first orientation meeting I think it was in DC. We went to Skyline later when we kept 

losing people in DC. They'd wander off downtown instead of going to meetings, so we finally 

went to Skyline a year of two later. So, I met several people at the orientation meeting and 

arranged to go out with them in the field since I had never been to the Antarctic. Never even 

thought of the Antarctic except for reading National Geographic articles when I was a kid. The 

usual thing - Byrd expeditions. So, it certainly wasn't anything I'd ever trained for or thought 

about or prepared myself for. So one of the things I wanted to do was to go down in the field and 

go out with the different field parties and work as an assistant to find out how it worked. And I 

went out in the field with John Mulligan from the US Bureau of Mines who was working on coal 

deposits. I don't know if it was that year or the year after that I went out with John Mulligan. I 

went out with Ed Zeller who had been in the Antarctic the year before and said he was going 

back for a second time with an assistant named  Ernie Angino working on thermal luminescence. 

He had developed thermal luminescence as a dating tool.  

 

BS:  Who was Ed? 

 



MT:  Ed Zeller. He had worked on it at the University of Wisconsin for his Ph.D., in part. And so 

what he wanted to do was to get to some place like the Antarctic that was very stable technically 

where the previous interglacial sea level would have been up higher than it is now, and try to see 

if we could date glacial and interglacial periods. H looked at thermal luminescence of limestone 

to see if it had been drained of energy by being covered by warm ocean water. The ocean, of 

course, is warm whereas the air in Antarctica is very cold in contrast. 
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If the thermal nuclear radiation in the limestone outcrops had been drained by warming up, he 

would know that it had been under warm ocean water. That was the only way it would warm up 

enough to drain out the nuclear energy of the limestone surface to get below thermal warming by 

the sun. So, if it had been warmed up, he'd know something about the history of sea level at that 

point. He was going over to Marble Point because by name he thought it must have some 

limestone. I guess he had also read some of the reports by Bob Nichols on the geology of Marble 

Point. There were (limestone) marble deposits. And then Zeller found out there were some 

limestone deposits on up Taylor Valley that would have been above sea level throughout the 

glacial periods. So I went out with him and we camped at Marble Point for a few days and then 

we went up to Taylor Valley to Windy Gully which was up just above Lake Bonny and did some 

sampling up there. And so I did field work there on my own on the glacial history of Taylor 

Valley. I also worked with Zeller and his crew. We camped out and I got a good idea what some 

of the field parties were putting up with. I published a paper on Taylor Valley. And I found it all 

very interesting. I enjoyed the discussions with Ed Zeller and his student. I enjoyed the 

discussions with others back at McMurdo, learning about what people did. And since I'd gotten 

into correspondence contact with all of them through their grant proposals, I at least knew their 

names when I got down there. I got down there just before Thanksgiving and left just before 

New Years of '59-'60. There were some government officials down. The man in charge of 



geographic names committee, for one. There were New Zealand officials and scientists at 

Christchurch, of course, too. Field work was, I guess, on the primitive side, at least looking back 

on it it was. At the time  it seemed pretty fantastic to have a city in the middle of the Antarctic 

like McMurdo. I stayed in a Quonset hut at McMurdo. 

 

BS:  Shower a week? 

 

MT:  I think we were allowed a shower a week at that point. Maybe it was less than that, but I 

don't think I had a shave at all in the Antarctic that year.. 

 

BS:  Bucket of water a day? 

 

MT:  Not sure that we wanted a shower under the circumstances. 

 

BS:  Not too clean. Food? How was the food? 

 

MT:  The food was pretty good except that they were pulling out the oldest food in the reefers 

because that was the rule  and so some of it was a little stale, but generally there was lots of it. I 

don't remember any problems with it, except the meat bars for the field were terribly stale. The 

Navy did everything along the food line. We didn't have any civilian help in the mess hall. 

 

BS:  No fresh food? 

 

MT:  They had some fresh food when a plane came in and not much of it. I don't think any ships 

came in while I was there. They didn't get in through the sea ice until after I left that season.  
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But, I thought it was pretty good. I was not unhappy with it. We had a lot of IGY people coming 

out through McMurdo. It was the end of the IGY and they were coming out at the end of their 

periods. They'd been at South Pole and other places for the winter. And that was at the end of the 

summer season. They had wintered over and they were not interested in me. I was new in the 

program and they weren't going to be coming back to me for anything anyway and they'd been 

through the tough winter. 

 

BS:  Did you notice the 12 foot stare? 

 

MT:  Didn't notice that, no. I didn't know enough about any of that to know what to look for. I 

was brand new in the whole thing. There were some stories, of course, about everything. 

 

BS:  Who were some of the people coming out? Bentley? 

 

MT:  Bentley was there, of course. And he was going to continue in the Antarctic, so I was going 

to work with him on grants. He was an old-timer by that time and he was going to continue to be 

a part of the program. Others, like Behrendt, were going out from Ellsworth. They went out 

directly through South America, so I didn't meet them until later.  

  I don't think Cassidy was involved yet. Cassidy didn't get involved until the meteorite 

program started. And that was a year or two later. There were people like John Behrendt. He was 

out at Ellsworth for a year with the IGY program. He didn't come down to the McMurdo area 

until later. Behrendt continued with Antarctic research from then on with the US Geological 

Survey. He's at INSTARR now, still working on Antarctic problems.  

 Anyway, the IGY people were coming out, and getting off to Christchurch and the people 

I was mostly dealing with were the new summer people who were scientists, many who had been 

there before for summer research, but a lot of the people just as green as I was. And I'd hear 



stories about what had happened. There were ones like they had somebody down from a 

university who was an algae specialist. He couldn't get out of bed the whole time he was there, 

and then finally his acquaintances pulled him out of bed just before he was to take off for 

Christchurch and dragged him out into the field so he could at least say he'd seen some of these 

things he was supposed to study.  

 

BS:  Was this man, excuse me, was he psychologically . . . . ? 

 

MT:  Well, when he was down there he was psychologically bummed, yeah. 

 

BS:  So, isolation  problems.  

 

MT:  I don't know what it was. He was just a short term, summer type. But, it was just something 

about the whole aspect of being in the Antarctic.  He just couldn't get out and do work and then 

there were others, one man, who never could get to bed. He was just work, work, work, work, 

and obsessively. And then there were those that were in between. And so a lot of interesting 

psychological problems. People you didn't expect it from. People who had done field work in 

other places without any problem at all. We also heard stories about the winter over types, of 

course. Heard all kinds of stories always and some were exaggerated and others weren't. 
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I think most of the IGY scientists got out before I got there because they were pulled out quite 

early and the new crew for the following year were put in as soon as we could.  

 I did not go to South Pole that year. It was looked upon as not much space on the airplane 

and there wasn't any point in my going there and so I didn't ask. I found out later the logistics 

people appreciated my not forcing my way into a tourist trip to South Pole. Apparently lots of 



people tried that.  About New Year's, I went out to New Zealand. I was at a party in Auckland, 

New Year's Day, so it must have been a day or two before that that I left. We, of course, had 

loads of winter clothing because we were all given a whole outfit no matter what we were going 

to do, whether we were going to winter over or stay a week or what. Everybody got the full 

amount and I had no idea of what I was supposed to have down there or how cold it would be. 

Everybody talked about how cold it was, so I took everything, and  I was overloaded. I had 

things I had no use for at all. It would have been fine had I been wintering over. We took all of it 

back with us to the States. We didn't turn them in for recycling like we did later, which was nice. 

And anyway, I'd gotten pretty well acquainted with Ed Zeller because I camped out with him for 

a week or two in Windy Gully up Taylor Glacier. We were camped on the glacier itself. A strong 

wind and snow storm came in that lasted for two or three days. But we eventually got out, and I 

got back to Christchurch. Went to Auckland. We were flying commercial on the way back and 

we flew to San Francisco.  

 I really was more learning what was happening in the Antarctic than anything else on that 

particular trip. I did learn an awful lot. Of course everything started from scratch, but it sure 

helped me to have an idea of what to expect and a little bit more about who might fit into what 

kind of programs. We had people who wanted to do specific kinds of research, but had no idea 

what doing research in the Antarctic was like. We'd encourage them to get a good graduate 

student to go with them and things like that to keep them out of trouble. And many of them were 

excellent scientists, but they were not able to take care of themselves very well. There were 

others that I think were looking for a way to get a grant to support them for a year back in the 

States and really weren't terribly good scientists in many cases. 
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But, in general they were good and they came up with some pretty good results. Of course, what 

we were doing was just strictly exploration at that point. There were whole areas in the Antarctic 



that nobody had been to scientifically and just explored over the previous three or four years. 

Most of the IGY people were pretty much doing reconnaissance too. And so the whole program 

was essentially reconnaissance. Just trying to find out what was around and to learn things. And 

as things were found and published or talked about, we got scientists going back to look at 

specific things that had been discovered or just accidentally run across. And so as the years went 

on, we got better and better programs. I think, though, that we got the best science out of small 

individual grants rather than big massive expedition type grants, although they did different 

things. So anyway, I went down that year. That was '59-'60. And we also went down in '60-'61. I 

was under some pressure at NSF to get a Ph.D. All the other program managers at NSF had 

Ph.D.s and, of course, I was always called doctor by anybody coming in and I had to explain, no 

I wasn't a doctor. 

 

BS:  Can I back you up a little? 

 

MT:  Absolutely. 

 

BS:  After you came back that first year, there must have been some reorganization? Or 

organization took place? 

 

MT:  There was a general trend over that first two or three years of cutting out the Academy of 

Science as much as possible. They had been used to running the program themselves and making 

the choices of who went down and Tom Jones wanted it to have NSF running the program. But it 

wasn't all of the sudden. It was a gradual thing. And led to some pointed discussions, I think, 

with Tom Jones and the Academy at times. We gradually pulled some Academy people over to 

the National Science Foundation but that was after I went away to go to school.  

 

BS:  I see. 



 

MT:  But, we tried to establish a staff at NSF that could handle the entire review program and not 

have to send it to the Academy. They were being very proprietary about everything and very 

rightly probably. It was their business. But, we were trying to get away from I think a little bit of 

internal politics in the Washington scene and at the Academy. So, we gradually tried to establish 

which programs had to go to the Academy and which not. And finally we just got everything to 

the National Science Foundation. 
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 I can't remember the timing on it exactly. I went away in August of '61 to go to school because 

they'd been pushing me to get a Ph.D. They wanted me to have one. And they'd given me a GS 

rating that was good, but I'd have gotten a better rating if I'd had a Ph.D., of course. So, I had 

figured I wasn't going to get one, but I finally decided it would probably be a good idea. So, I'd 

gone around and done some site visits to different universities and I'd asked different ones about 

going back for graduate work. I could have gone to Penn State or I could have gone to Princeton. 

At Penn State, I knew a couple of people there from other earlier contacts. At Princeton, there 

was Harry Hess who had done a lot of work on tectonics in Puerto Rico, but he hadn't done work 

in the Antarctic as such. They were both interested. But, then I had met the Chairman of the 

Geology Department at Kansas - the same place that Zeller was at, and we talked about the 

program and what it would mean and so forth, and he seemed to be favorable to a thesis that 

would deal with Puerto Rico since I hadn't used this for my Master's degree. Most schools want 

you to do your field research from the school itself under their supervision. That was going to be 

something to worry about. The Chairman of the Department at Kansas was Frank Foley who had 

worked in Newfoundland and Labrador, and so he knew something about polar work. Although 

at the time we talked, I wasn't planning to work for a Ph.D. thesis, we at least talked the same 

language. And so, I did a site visit there too, and Ed Zeller was enthusiastic as he could be. Frank 



Foley was quietly agreeable to the Puerto Rico research and so it looked to me like Kansas was a 

better place to take the kids, too. Princeton and Penn State weren't quite what I was looking for. 

So, I set up to move there in the fall semester of '61. I got there about September and that meant 

that I resigned from the National Science Foundation, but with an understanding that I was sort 

of on leave, informally. I could come back again.  

 Tom Jones and the Director of the Foundation had helped me get in contact with the 

Office of Naval Research and I got a grant from the Office of Naval Research to use the Puerto 

Rican work. 
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 I wrote up a proposal and got the grant for that for two years. The Director of the Foundation 

was an old ONR man. And so he helped push it through, too.  

 

BS:  Who was that then? 

 

MT:  Oh, gosh. Let me try to think of it. They had a lot of ONR people at NSF. They had just 

gotten started two or three years before, giving out grants. And ONR had a program giving out 

research grants, so they pulled a lot of people in from ONR. So that worked out pretty well.  I 

went to Kansas that summer. I had gone to several international meetings the summer of '60, 

after I came back from that first field experience in the Antarctic. I went to an international 

geophysical meeting in Helsinki, International Geographical Meeting in Stockholm, and an 

international Antarctic planning meeting in Cambridge. Spent a good deal of that summer away 

and got some more contacts. So, I went out and enrolled there at Kansas. In the meantime, in the 

southern summer of '60-'61, went back to the Antarctic again. I went almost every summer while 

I was at NSF, except for the time I was in school. Hard to remember details. I'd have to look up 

notes, some of which are thoroughly buried and other notes have been given off to US Archives. 



But each summer down there was about the same.  The southern summer of '60-'61, I went out in 

the field with people, but I didn't write any scientific papers on the basis of it. When I was down 

in the field with Ed Zeller and his student, I actually did some field work and wrote a paper or 

two. But, I had the feeling from things that were said that they didn't want me doing research in 

the Antarctic. It was too much of a conflict of interest, dealing with people who wanted to do 

research to have me also doing research, too.  
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Too much chance of saying no to somebody because they're doing something I'd like to do or 

something like that. So I quit doing any personal research there. At about the time I went away to 

Kansas or shortly after that, they got Bert Crary in as Antarctic Chief Scientist. They got George 

Llano, a biologist, from the Academy of Sciences. He'd been much involved in the Antarctic 

program in the Academy.  And Bert Crary handled the geology, geophysics and related sciences 

while I was away. George Llano did the biological sciences.  

 

BS:  Did George do any field research in the Antarctic? 

 

MT:  He had done some earlier, in '55 or '56. I think he did very little field research after he got 

to the Foundation. Then they got Bernie Lettow in Upper Atmosphere research and some others 

in oceanography. Some had Antarctic experience, some hadn't. And so my part of the program, 

of course, was growing very fast, especially in bureaucracy. The problem of getting a grant 

through the system early, when I first went to work at NSF was very simple. It'd just float 

through. As time went on, I got more and more roadblocks. Not because of the science so much, 

but just because of who was going to handle it and how many different forms you had to have 

and so forth. So, Bert Crary pretty much took over the geology, geophysics which was what I 

considered my area of most interest. And the other parts got shuffled off to the new program 



managers. I went to school with the idea of being there two years and ended up being there four 

years for various reasons. I got all through except for writing a dissertation which was a common 

problem. 
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I went back to NSF in the fall of 1965. Meantime, my wife had died in an auto accident in 

Kansas, and so I had three kids to think about and had to set up housekeeping in Washington, 

DC, and get to work which was a little bit hectic. My second daughter did the housekeeping for 

me. In Dec., '65, I married my present wife, Joanne Church Dort. The people at NSF were very 

good to me about the whole thing. Bert loaned me his apartment for a while when he was off on 

some trip. 

 

(End of Tape 1  - Side A) 

 

_______________________________ 

 

(Begin Tape 1 - Side B) 
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MT:   I found a place to live through one of the secretaries and went back to work at NSF just as 

soon as I got back there. There was a backlog of proposals to work on, as there always was. And 

I started in the work I'd been doing before for the processing proposals, processing grants, and 

getting out to site visits to different universities when I could, go to meetings around the country 

to try to drum up proposals, and get acquainted with people and see what they were doing and 

keep up the science. 



 

BS:  How did you and Bert share the geophysical work? 

 

MT:  I was supposed to take over the entire geophysical/geology work although he kept very 

close to the geophysics. That was his field. He particularly watched certain proposals that he 

knew about and had promoted while I was gone. He was, of course, good friends with Lamont. 

His brother-in-law was the Director.  So, he was very concerned about how that all went. But, in 

general, when I got back, I took over all the geology and geophysics. That was my job., and I'd 

been gone longer than I'd expected, of course. Bert had been double jobbing it. He was the Chief 

Scientist and he was doing my part of the program as well. And we had gotten the ship Eltanin 

by that time which Bert had been instrumental in getting. I don't know all the details of how it 

got started, but it was out at sea when I got back and he had worked up a pretty good program for 

it.  

 The next few years, I went down to Antarctica every year. Generally, I tried to go down 

over Thanksgiving/Christmas/New Years because of two things. One, most people didn't want to 

go then, so it made it nice to do somebody a favor by going down when they didn't want to. And 

secondly, there weren't so many bosses down there at that time. It was just not a popular time to 

be at McMurdo, so I was a little freer to do what I wanted to do, and as I said, the individual 

summers sort of run into each other as far as thinking about them. We moved buildings during 

that time. We'd talked about the Hero along in there someplace and I remember Tom Jones got 

me in and said, "Look, I've committed us to a lot to get the Hero. They're beating on me about 

whether it'll be idle and I promised there would be a program on it all the time, summer and 

winter. Can you do that?" So, I questioned him on what had to be done and he said, "Can you 

work in Southern South America?" I said, "Sure, we can fill the ship up and keep it doing 

research," and part of that was saying I could find people. What it meant was that I could divide 

the money up in order to do all that, of course. And those were mostly biological programs 

around South America and geology in the southern winter, because we had to have something on 



board the Hero all the time. There was a long period in there of getting things planned and 

getting it built and getting it commissioned. I forget what year it started. I stopped by to see it 

when it was being built one time, I was on my way to a meeting somewhere. I also went to 

Canada for the launching and the shake-down cruise to Washington, DC.  

 

BS:  Captain Hartshorn then?   

 

MT:  Can't remember if that was the one or not. It was a fairly big deal for us. We had our own 

ship and could go where we wanted to go and do things in the winter. We had a geology program 

to do on Hero. The RV Eltanin tended to be much more of a deep water ship and it did much 

more research in oceanography. Although it got into some marine geophysics. That's when the 

people from Lamont found the alternating stripes of different magnetic polarity. It was on the RV 

Eltanin that they realized that they could find the same sea floor pattern on each side of 

spreading ridges. This gave them the concept of sea floor spreading that led to the mechanism for 

continental drift. It was from the RV Eltanin.  
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BS:  These were Lamont people? 

 

MT:  Yes. That wasn't necessarily in the Antarctic, though. It was the Antarctic program. 

 

BS:  It was the Antarctic program ship. 

 

MT:  Yes. And it was all with Antarctic money, but it wasn't in the Antarctic, no.  

 

BS: Yeah. 

 



MT:  It wasn't research we could do in the Antarctic. There weren't any spreading ridges in the 

Antarctic, plus too much sea ice.  But, I always considered it part of our program because we 

were handling it all and paying the money and recruiting the people. 

 

BS:  Was Hess involved? 

 

MT:  Harry Hess was involved in the whole concept of sea floor spreading, but he worked on it a 

little earlier. It was the Lamont people who had the final concept. Hess had done work by 

submarine earlier to getting gravity and had developed the concept of the bending down of the 

ocean crust as it came up against the continents. So, he had just begun to consider movement, but 

thought that it was just a buckling and was much maligned for some of this, of course. Then Bob 

Dietz backed him up.  

 

BS:  Do you remember the skipper of the RV Eltanin then? 

 

MT:  I never met him. 

 

BS:  Oh. 

 

MT:  In fact, in all the years I was there, I never got on the RV Eltanin.  Never saw it. It was 

always in port when I was someplace else. It always went to port in the Southern Hemisphere. It 

almost never came north.  

 

BS:  It's in Portland now.  

 

MT:  Yeah. 

 



BS:  In fact, it's quite hale and hearty.  

 

MT:  Good for it. Well then, we got into a number of big programs with the RV Eltanin. It had 

room for as many scientists as we wanted to put on it, essentially. We didn't have much money, 

so we didn't always have an awful lot of programs on board. There was a period that was in a 

December that we suddenly got orders from the Office of Management and Budget to cut 5 

million dollars out of our appropriations. I don't know which southern summer that was. So, the 

decision was made quickly that the only way we could cut that much money out without 

chopping things to pieces was to drop the Eltanin and so I had to make lots of phone calls to 

people to tell them to cut their grants off right then and tell them to get every bit of money 

committed that they could because we'll take everything back from you that isn't committed. So, 

I told them to get salaries paid ahead and everything so they wouldn't be hurt too badly. And the 

next port the Eltanin went in, we called her back to the US. And that was a big blow, losing the 

Eltanin. That was a major part of our Antarctic program that we'd been working up on.  I even 

accomplished some pretty good science with the Eltanin through grants to scientists, universities, 

quite a spread of places. Geographically, there was a good spread of localities for grants because 

we were constantly getting in trouble with congressmen who didn't think that we received 

proposals from major northern universities. There was a tendency for new proposals to keep 

coming from the same places because people would come back from and talk about the 

Antarctic. Somebody else on the faculty would see what they were doing and they would get 

interested and want to go down as an assistant in the field or something and turn in a proposal. 

Places like Wisconsin had special employees to assist in writing good research proposals. They 

lost Ed Thiel in a plane accident in the Antarctic.  But, they had Bentley and who was also at 

Wisconsin. They split their one Antarctic Center at Wisconsin into two separate and competing 

Antarctic Centers. There was one graduate student in charge of each one. It was a funny set up. 
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Ohio State had their Byrd Polar Center which produced a lot of Antarctic research, or course, a 

well as some Arctic research that developed there, too. A lot of places would start polar research 

around one man and when he got tired of it or got old, the whole thing would drop from that 

university. A few of them kept up with it.  Not many. So, a lot of my job was recruiting in the 

'60s and into the '70s, even. 

 

BS: From other universities?  

 

MT:  Anyplace, yeah. We recruited from any university or college we could find. Particularly, 

they wanted places in the south. We couldn't get a proposal out of the south, basically. It was that 

the whole Foundation had trouble getting proposals out of the southern universities. Bert Crary 

recruited the Florida State University to put in a core-storage facility. I think Bert had to fight 

with Lamont to do that because Lamont, of course, had a core facility and they wanted to have 

all the cores coming off the Eltanin, too, because they planned to build a fancy new core-storage 

facility. But, Bert got it all set up at Florida State. It was built with Antarctic money. It was my 

job to keep cores coming in and core research going on.  It kept going and it's still going all right, 

as far as I know.  

 

BS:  At Florida State. 

 

MT:  Florida State. We built a building and as I understand it, we built the building so it could 

act as a foundation for a several story building. We paid for the basic building and Florida State 

paid for the extra strength that was needed to add other things on top of it. I don't know if they 

ever did that or not. But that was the core facility for the Eltanin cores and the Hero sediment. 

Then there had been a core drilled in the ice at Camp Century and all those ice went to CRREL 

to store. I think they finally moved it to the New York University at Buffalo, and now they are at 



the USGS in Denver. Chet Langley was in charge of distributing the ice cores from CRREL with 

his choice of  who got the ice core. He made recommendations. It turned out that it was difficult 

dealing with him.  You know, he always wanted to do his Ph.D. dissertation on ice cores at 

Camp Century and felt very proprietary about it. Of course, I think we found out several times 

that it was a mistake having people doing research on the things they were in charge of, such as 

ice cores. Not Chet specifically, but just in general, it's a dangerous thing. At the USGS in 

Denver, as you know, we set up a core facility. We started by drilling a hole at Byrd Station. I 

didn't make the choice there. It was handled by Bert Crary while I was in graduate school, but 

my impression was that the Camp Century core was more or less an experimental training place 

for CRREL to learn how to do deep cold cores. Then when the Byrd Station core was drilled, I 

think the location was picked because Byrd Station was there and there was an intersection of 

two radiants and had good logistics. It was not the best place to drill a research ice core, but the 

ice at Byrd was moving across that area pretty fast and distorting the physics. This pleased the 

glaciologists because they wanted to know how ice distorted with movement and pressure, but 

all the other scientists that were doing chemistry and studies of textures, and so forth, wished it 

had been up on a crest of a divide someplace. So,  that was a major research project while I was 

there,  getting research done on the Byrd core and the Byrd hole. Later holes at the Crary Ice 

Rise and the Taylor Dome were placed in better locations. 

 

BS:  I was just going to ask about the Byrd hole. Can you fill me in a little on that? 
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MT:  At Byrd, they filled the hole with glycol and a sort of a light diesel oil that wouldn't freeze 

at the low temperature of the Byrd Ice. CRREL developed the mixture. The old traditional 

glaciologists wanted to know how ice distorted under pressure and was one of the major reasons 

they went back in and re-measured the hole a couple of times. But, the big research that 



developed was on the core stored in the US. I've heard that there is still a core at Byrd Station - 

that we can't get at it any more. I understand they didn't get it all out. There isn't any way you can 

get it any more, and more holes have been drilled since then. I did a lot of propagandizing for 

holes in different places. But these projects would have needed a lot of logistics and a lot of 

supervisors and things like that. I worked for them before I left, but they were drilled after I left. 

They couldn't do it with an individual scientist.  I think when we gave smaller grants for small 

projects, we got more science per dollar out of them. It's just that you can't always do that, of 

course. If you're going to put a lot of people up on the Upper Beardmore Glacier, for example, 

you've got to have a camp and you've got to have helicopters or something like that. And this is 

awfully expensive, but it's the only way to do science in places like that. 

 

BS:  Did they not drill the hole at Byrd into the bedrock? 

 

MT:  Yes, they went to the bedrock. I'm not sure they literally reached bedrock because water 

came up in the hole as they approached bedrock and the water froze. They lost a drill and I think 

they tried again and couldn't make it through, but they did reach very dirty ice. They were all sort 

of surprised when that water came up in the hole and froze there. The geophysical work done 

was radar sounding of the ice cap in which they found standing water under the ice cap. I think it 

was the first time they really understood how much water there was down there. It may only 

have been a thin layer, but it was thick enough to make a flat surface under there and show up on 

the radar as a flat surface. The radar work was primarily a British program, but the Americans 

furnished the logistics and used the data.  

 The airborne radar work was done by Gordon Robin at the Antarctic Research Center at 

Cambridge, England. The radar work was a major accomplishment in Antarctic research, of 

course, too. We were very strongly in that from the logistics side of it. Setting up the airplanes 

and getting in the equipment and paying for grants to develop equipment. But, I don't remember 

any American scientists on flights. I might be wrong on that. 



 The general trend over the '60s and '70s was to put large groups into the Antarctic field 

camps and things like that, which worked very well if you get the right number of people in to 

make it efficient. The Ellsworth Mountains was a good example of that where they went out and 

covered quite an area with helicopters and had a major camp with  a cook, hot water and the 

whole business and I think the Ellsworth Project was a good one and there were some field 

projects on Beardmore that were pretty good. There have been others too. But the trend was 

toward those big, heavily supported field camps. It was a lot of work to get scientists lined up to 

make full use of the field capability.  A great deal of good science was done. Some of them 

turned out well. Some of them didn't.  

 

BS: Find enough scientists in the long run? 

 

MT:  Oh, we usually managed to find enough in the long run. It was sometimes a big chore and 

sometimes I'd be calling up people I'd met or heard about and say, "Don't you want to go to the 

Antarctic?" And they'd say, "Hell no, I don't want to go to the Antarctic. It's cold down there." 

You know, the usual reaction.  
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But, I'd get in touch with other people and try to explain what they could do and how they'd be 

taken care of. Mostly it was a matter of finding some science that they could do that would excite 

them. They weren't interested in going to the Antarctic for the sake of going to the Antarctic. 

They were interested in doing some good science. Either it was science that related to something 

they were doing in the rest of the world, so they could extend their science, or it was something 

they could think of that they hoped would be unique in the Antarctic. 

 

BS:  Did you do any mineral exploration? 



 

MT:  Yes. John Mulligan from the Bureau of Mines was doing coal exploration. He was studying 

coal beds south in Victoria Land, sending samples back for analysis in the States to the Bureau of 

Mines, and looking at grade, and thickness, extent . Ed Zeller's work from the airplane with a 

scyntilator looking for radioactivity was mineral exploration. Nothing was found that would be 

worth mining in Antarctica. But, the US wanted to get a mineral survey of West Antarctic. And 

Zeller said that there is an area in northern Victoria Land that probably has enough radio activity 

in the rock to have made it mineable if it had been in the States, but not there. 

 

BS:  New Harbor? 

 

MT:  The radioactive area was from Marble Point north quite a ways. But, of course, it wasn't in 

the U.S., and there was developing the feeling that we didn't want to do mineral explorations at 

all, so that sort of tailed off as the desire for that stopped. We did some drilling on the continental 

shelf in Ross Sea that mostly could be looked on as mineral exploration for oil and gas, but it 

wasn't the basic thing we were looking for. Some of that was done by, New Zealand, supported 

with some U.S. logistics, the same sort of programs. They found clathrates which they didn't 

know much about at the time, but now they're talking about being a future mineral resource for 

fuel. 

 

BS:  Clathrites? 

 

MT:  Clathrates.  

 

BS:  Have methane in them? 

 

MT:  They're frozen methane. 



 

BS:  Oh really. 

 

MT:  And they're dangerous because when you drill into them, if you don't keep the pressure up, 

they vaporize and some country, I forget which one it was, in the north, lost a research ship by 

having a clathrate deposit vaporize almost instantly. The methane came up and the ship lost 

buoyancy. It submerged and lost some people. Anyway, we hit some clathrates in the McMurdo 

Sound area. But, that was mostly looking at the geology of the sediments and trying to figure out 

what the past history of the area. We were not looking for oil and gas. 

 

BS:  I've heard rumors that Union 76 offered to do geophysical for NSF. Is that true? 

 

MT:  Not that I know of.  

 

BS:  That's only a rumor. 

 

MT:  Yeah. 

 

BS:  How about work in the Dufek Massif? 

 

MT:  Well, that started early because John Behrendt saw them and recognized what the Dufek 

Massif was. I think he saw them on an IGY surface traverse first and has worked there a number 

of times after that. Based on some of his work later, I tried to get extra money to drill in the 

Dufek Massif for copper and platinum. It has to be down pretty deep drilling before you get into 

the heavy zones and I never was able to put it through in the budget. 
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They'd been in the Dufek area for geological research, but I don't think they ever did any drilling. 

It would have taken, we estimated, something like about 5000 feet of drilling to go down to a 

depth where we would be able to judge what the heavy minerals would be  - chromite, copper 

and platinum precipitate - as droplets and collect by gravity. From reading about other similar 

bodies in field, the Dufek would have been a fair chance of having major chromites, copper, and 

platinum deposits. But without very drilling, you can't tell. The chemistry of the upper layers 

looked like it might have such deposits. I pushed a lot on trying to get some drilling in the Dufek. 

I thought it would be worthwhile. There aren't very many of those  basic layered intrusions  in 

the world and three or four of them have been major mineral resources - areas that are 

strategically important and at that time, we were having trouble with Russia which was a major 

source of certain of those strategic minerals. So I thought it was worth doing the drilling, but that 

didn't happen.  

 

BS:  Did about Lyle McGinnis? What was his work? 

 

MT:  He was the person in charge of the Dry Valley Drilling Project. He was a geophysicist and 

he did drilling with people who do heat flow and a number of other things. There was a lot of 

question about why the dry valleys were dry and something about the temperature history of the 

area which you can get from deep drill holes. 

 

BS:  You recall the moratorium on mineral exploration in 1980 or so. How did that affect any of 

your programs? 

 

MT:  Only insofar that we couldn't have a program that was specifically mineral exploration. We 

had had a project from Ohio State. Their economic geologists went down to the Antarctic 

Peninsula area and looked for copper deposits. There had been a lot of talk about copper in the 



peninsula, and so he went down and went to every place that had been reported. Most of them 

were just copper stains. The Chileans had built them up in their publications as being big things. 

He found that most of them were not. They had, in fact, lied about them and the Ohio State 

economic geologist thinks, from talking to people in Chile, that it was because the dictator of 

Chile wanted to go to the Antarctic and they wanted something to show so they were building up 

these stained areas as being big deals. Anyway, Ohio State didn't find anything that was 

worthwhile and we weren't terribly anxious that we would find anything worthwhile. We thought 

we needed to know what was down there. It must have been just before the moratorium because 

we weren't illegal at the time. I went out in the field with his field party to see what was there. 

There were not great deposits at all. They wouldn't have been anything worth mining.  

 

BS:  Have we done any geophysical work off shore? 

 

MT: The RV Eltanin did some geophysical work off shore and we had people on the German 

ship Polar Stern that did some. Don't remember whether our people did it or the Germans were 

doing it.  

 

BS:  That wasn't forbidden under the moratorium? 
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MT:  Not at that time.  We were studying the thickness of the sediments and trying to figure out 

what the history of sedimentation was during the time when glaciation started and things like 

that. I don't think it was considered to be improper, but I think we skirted the edge of things in a 

number of cases.  I left NSF in the beginning of 1985, so I didn't get too much overlap with some 

of those problems. I tried very hard to stay out of any of those problems with mineral 

exploration.  



 

BS:  How about the paleontological finds down there. Were you involved with that? 

 

MT:  Yeah. The big one really was the find of a large amphibian, a giant salamander in the 

Central Transantarctic Mountains that was done by Dave Elliott. He was a graduate student. I 

had given him a grant as a graduate student which we were able to do because graduate students 

went down there independently. He was looking at the rocks, as such and he saw a funny looking 

rock in a conglomerate and walked across it and walked across it again and later came back and 

finally decided that it must be something worth collecting.  So, he went back to it and found it 

and it was this chunk of skull, I think it was. And it was remarkable that he, as a petrologist, 

would notice this as something different and recognized it as something worth digging out of the 

rock and bring it back. 

  And that was pretty exciting. They determined that it was a unique enough piece that 

they knew it was a labrynthodont amphibian. Because labrynthodonts are amphibians and had 

big eggs that can't exist in salt water viably, this implied a land connection with another 

continent. There were labrynthodonts in South America and Australia. So that the paleontologists 

had specimens that proved that Antarctica had been next to another continent. American 

scientists had been adamantly against Continental Drift. Everybody else was sort of coming 

around to it for various reasons. This discovery, they told me, convinced the paleontologists that 

Antarctica had to have been adjacent to Australia and had to have drifted away from it. The 

paleontologists switched over to favoring continental drift, but there were one or two that never 

did switch, but most of them became converts to continental drift pretty fast. 

 

BS:  Is this the one in '69 that Gould went out in the field to look at? 

 

MT: I think he went out in the field and we took a scientist, Ned Colbert, down from Arizona, 

who was a specialist in amphibians and reptiles of that period.  He did some field-work digging 



up some others. They found more in the same area and Tom Jones went to a Congressional 

committee and showed the fossil to them. This was one of the big scientific finds in Antarctica. 

The big thing we were looking for, in a propaganda sense, were things that were unique to the 

Antarctic, not just finding something that was also found someplace else. Finding something that 

had to be a world- type scientific contribution and this was certainly one of them. The whole 

continental drift came, at least in large part, from the Antarctic program.  
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BS:  You say Elliott was a grad student then? 

 

MT:  Yes, he was a grad student then. 

 

BS:  From Ohio State?  

 

MT:  Yeah.  

 

BS:  I thought he got his degree from Cambridge. At least he's got a British accent. 

 

MT:  He's British all right, but got his Ph.D. from Ohio State University. He became a faculty 

member at O.S.U. later. There was a question about him being a Principle Investigator. We did 

that because we couldn't get faculty members to go on some of these expeditions. They were 

older and incapable for various reasons, so we would let graduate students go down and be in 

charge of their own research. And if they got good reviews and so forth, we backed them up and 

made them Principal Investigators. 

 

BS:  And many are still there. 



 

MT:  Yeah. 

 

BS:  Elliott. 

 

MT:  Yeah. He is. Now that was a major find. 

 

BS:  They found some others recently.  

 

MT:  They've been finding more all the time down there. 

 

BS:  I mean he did. 

 

MT:  He did. 

 

BS:  They just called somebody in - whole dinosaur - big one.  

 

MT:  Oh, good. There had been a lot of fossils over in the Seymour Island area. I don't think he's 

worked on that area. And those are marsupials of course. The find there of a marsupial was 

another big major thing, too, because they're like the Australian mammals. They have a pouch 

and they're early in vertebrate evolution. But, there has been lots of controversy about how the 

marsupials could have gotten to Antarctica. People had talked about the Antarctic not having an 

ice cap and these animals somehow getting there some other way. You know, the whole thing 

was mixed up with how early Antarctica had become free of ice and in order to walk from South 

America where the marsupials evolved to Australia, they had to have gone either way up through 

the Arctic or across Antarctica when Antarctica was attached to Australia and South America. 

So, that made a lot of controversy. Then they found several marsupials on Seymour Island that 



was part of the Antarctic. They were very much like some of the South America marsupials, so it 

was shown that there was a direct land connection through Antarctica and that they could walk 

on over to Australia. On Seymour Island, they also found giant Emperor penguins six feet tall. 

The Argentines had found dinosaurs in that same area. It was a lush area for various kinds of 

fossil vertebrates.  
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BS:  Trees and plants? 

 

MT:  The fossil plants are almost all Paleozoic age, and they are from a time when all the 

southern continents were joined together.  I think Scott did the first discovery of that. He brought 

back some fossils that were found when they found Scott's sleds. He did not throw them away. 

He carried them along. I think they were the first ones. They were of  Gondwana-age trees and 

plants. They are very distinctive of the southern continents. And then the reason why South 

Africans had always thought of continental drift as being valid. Sort of an idea because they were 

very geologically involved. They have very good evidence in their geology that some of the 

continents drifted apart. 

 Larry Frakes and John Crowell from UCLA did a number of surveys of southern 

continents looking at the glaciation of that same general period and I don't remember them ever 

coming up with glacial erratics that they knew for sure came from another continent, but what 

they found was glaciation in South Africa moving into South Africa from the Indian Ocean. 

There had to be a source out in the ocean, which was, as it worked out,  probably the Antarctic 

and India and whether they came up with any identifiable erratics, I don't know. I can't remember 

now. But they went to all the different southern continents, plus India. I had an awful time 

getting them into India. I had a proposal from UCLA to do work in the southern continents. And 

I wanted to give them a final year to go to India and look at the glaciation there. Tom Jones was 



rather upset that I was going to use Antarctic money for India. India always has been part of the 

plan, to use as one of the Gondwana continents, so he said, "Show me."  I went back and I 

couldn't find any mention of India. And so I took one of the maps out of one of the first 

proposals that had India on it and dubbed in some wording on the map to show that this is one of 

the places they wanted to go. I got them to India, improperly, I suppose, except it was the thing 

to do and they found a lot of what they were looking for. It had been a southern continent before 

India drifted north. 

 

BS:  Was this during the time when India was objecting to the Antarctic Club, as they called it, 

and before they had a station down there? 

 

MT:  It was before the Indian station, I'm pretty sure. And it was the last place that these people 

went of the various continents. I don't remember that they had any problem with getting in to do 

research in Antarctica, but I remember there was a lot of fuss about it. 
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BS:  On our side. 

 

MT:  Both sides. 

 

BS:  Both sides.  

 

MT:  Yes. I think we didn't like the idea of India going in to the Antarctic. I had a feeling they 

were getting involved without having gone to Treaty meetings, except the first one or two. 

 

BS:  How long did we keep Ellsworth open? 



 

MT:  I thought it was turned over to Argentina right after Finn Ronne was there. It may have 

been another year or two. We gave it to Argentine pretty early. 

 

BS:  That Belgrano now? 

 

MT:  I believe so. 

 

BS:  I don't know. Belgrano is in that area. 

 

MT:  Yeah. We turned the station over to . . .  

 

BS:  Argentina. 

 

MT:  Argentina.  

 

BS:  And Wilkes? 

 

MT:  Wilkes, we turned over to Australia pretty early. I think it was at the close of the IGY. But, 

I can't remember which season it was. 

 

BS:  And Hallett. 

 

MT:  Hallett? That sort of became abandoned, I think. We kept being involved with the area. The 

New Zealanders kept being involved with it also. I don't think that they had people there after 

IGY. So, it was a station that did not became a permanent station of any other country. 

 



BS:  Eight?  Were you involved with Eight Station?  

 

MT:  I talked to people about it, but did not go there. There was an icebreaker going to put it in 

and the ice was too bad. They couldn't get to it. And they sort of dropped the idea. 

 

BS:  Finally went in though, didn't it? Quite a ways inland? 

 

MT:  Ah . . . that was a different Eight Station. 

 

BS:  Oh, there were several.  

 

MT:  Yeah. Well, maybe two. They were going to go in and they had it all ready to go in and the 

people on the icebreaker couldn't get in to it. They had a canceling device, and one day on the 

ship, they took some of the philatelic letters that they had with them including some of mine and 

cancelled them at Eights Coast station. That was it.  

 

BS:  It never did get started. 

 

MT:  Not the one near the coast. 

 

BS:  Except for a post office. 

 

MT:  Except for a post office aboard the icebreaker. 

 

BS:  But they later established one inland. 

 

MT:  There was an Eight Station. 



 

BS:  What was the purpose of that? 

 

MT:  I think that was the south end of a magnetic contact with the place up in Canada.  The 

program worked for several years of doing recording. 

 

(500) 

 

BS:  Siple came later? 

 

MT:  Siple was part of that same program, yeah. And they were looking for a spot that was just 

right for geophysics and geomagnetics. 

 

BS:  So Frakas was involved?   

 

MT:  He was involved very early. I'm not sure that he was involved directly with Eights, though 

I think he may have been.  

 

BS:  Well, he was involved with the set up of Siple. 

 

MT:  Yeah.   

 

BS:  And Eights was before that. 

 

MT:  Eights was earlier and they kept trying to find better reception for whistlers. And I don't 

remember the exact sequence of stations, but there were two or three put in down there to 

promote that program. 



 

BS:  And Plateau? 

 

MT:  Plateau was short lived. I can't remember what it was there for? It was there certainly for 

meteorology and I thought some geophysics too. So, Plateau Station was not there very long - 

two, three seasons is all.  

 

BS:  Well, I came to the program when they were wintering over - '66 and . . .  

 

MT:  Don't remember much about it. They had Jerry Huffman. 

 

BS:  Tell me - I'm going to back up a little. 

 

MT:  Sure. 

 

BS:  The build up of people in the program. You mentioned George Toney, Phil Smith, Tom 

Jones, yourself and others came over from the Academy. George Llano for biology was one. 

 

MT:  George Llano was one who came from the Academy. That was during my time at Kansas - 

the period from '61 to '65 when I was not in the program. 

 

BS:  And Toney? 

 

MT:  George Toney was there when I came in the spring of '69. 

 

BS:  So these guys - Jones, Toney, Smith and Turner. You were the only four at one time. 

 



MT:  Yeah. 

 

BS:  So that was the program at NSF. 

 

MT: That was the program. And a secretary, or two. Helen Gerasimou was there.  

 

BS:  She's in Portland. 

 

MT:  Yeah.  

 

BS:  She's coming down. She's quite a character, huh? 

 

(550) 

 

MT:  Yeah. Helen Gersamou was there and she did an awful lot of running of things. She knew 

everything about the program and she was pretty important to it all. 

 

BS:  I'll have to do an oral history on Helen. How about after that? The program, when I got to 

it, of course, Phil Smith had spent the summer in McMurdo - the '66-'67 summer. I met Tom 

Jones down there. I met Bert Crary , but it was a bigger program then. How'd it get. You were 

still going. You came back about '66? 

 

MT:  I came back in the early fall, late summer of '65. 

 

BS:  I came in the spring of '66, so it was a bigger program when you got back. 

 

MT:  Yeah. It was certainly bigger. I'm not so sure it was bigger in money for science. 



 

BS:  Just in bureaucracy. 

 

MT:  It was an awful lot of bureaucracy. Well, I saw the build up of it when Nixon became 

President. He was terribly distrustful of civilian civil service people and so he put an awful lot of 

rules on how the money was to be handled so that nobody had a chance to make final decisions 

on anything like I had been doing. And so the amount of bureaucracy reached the point where - 

well, when I first came to the program they had about 5 million dollars, I think it was. The 

amount of money that we gave out in grants - scientific grants - was essentially equal except for 

this inflation in bureaucracy between the time I first went there and the late '60s, early '70s. I 

didn't have a feeling we were growing in real science, but we were growing in governmental 

convolutions and things like that. It might not be exactly true, but it certainly gave that 

impression that we were not gaining anything with this great growth that we saw.  

 

BS:  The Navy funding was separate from NSF's then. 
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MT:  Yeah. At first, it was completely separate and then it became a piece of our money that we 

turned over to the Navy. 

 

BS:  That was in '72. 

 

MT: Yeah.   

 



BS:  And the Navy put the Admiral out then and made - it's actually still an admiral's billet. They 

didn't have enough admirals. I think even less now. So, how did that transition work from the 

Navy handling all the logistics? 

 

MT:  Well, it wasn't instant, by any means. The Navy continued to keep essentially effective 

control. 

 

(End of Tape 1 - Side B) 

_________________________________ 

 

(Begin Tape 2 - Side A) 

 

(000) 

 

BS:  This is the Mort Turner interview - second tape. This is still January 21st, 1997. And this is 

Side 3 if you like. Sides A and B of the first tape, this being side A of tape number two. We were 

discussing transition from the Navy to NSF for the funding. 

 

MT:  It wasn't as serious for me as a science program manager as it was for the logistics people 

and a lot of people in the office. I had not had any big conflicts with the Navy except indirectly. 

There were some things that had come up that came up later when the Navy was no longer as 

directly involved or didn't have some appropriated money. For several summers, we tried to get 

women in the program and the Navy was very unhappy with that. I had the impression they were 

putting roadblocks in our way. I finally got women down. Got them first on the Eltanin and then 

down at McMurdo for a geology field program. I had one problem when we had a lot of pressure 

from the archaeological profession, trying to get us to send somebody down to see if there was 

any archaeology in the Antarctic. There had been various theories that people had moved across 



the Antarctic to get into South America  or Africa. Because South America has older human sites 

than North America and so people had said, well maybe they came by way of the Antarctic and 

the glaciologists said, no, they couldn't because there had been ice there at that time. But 

anyway, we decided to go ahead and find an archaeologist and we asked around and a man 

named Cruxent from Venezuela was recommended to us as being the best. 

 

BS:  Who? 

 

MT:  Cruxent. C-r-u-x-e-n-t. At the University of Venezuela.  

 

BS:  A lady? 

 

MT:  No. A man. Anyway, I asked around and various archaeologists said, Oh, yeah. If it's going 

to be a reconnaissance program, he's the best man. He can find things if there's anything there. 

So, I made an arrangement to get a proposal from the University of Puerto Rico for him because 

he was a foreigner.  It was more difficult to get a direct grant to Venezuela. We got it all set up. 

He was going to go down and look at the peninsula area for archaeology. He was rather 

pessimistic about it. He was going to have to go to the Peninsula on an icebreaker and the Navy 

refused to take him. They said we will not put him on one of our ships. He was on the wrong side 

in the Spanish Civil War. I was pretty unhappy. I had done a lot of work getting this whole thing 

set up and it all got canceled out that way. So, there were little things like that that happened. 

But, in general, I wasn't directly impinged on by the Navy or vice versa. Logistics were pretty 

well set up. The Navy was happy to take people where we wanted to take them and to do 

everything else that was needed. Once somebody had a grant, it was usually pretty 

straightforward then.  

 

BS:  You mentioned the Navy objected to women coming. They held it up? 



 

MT:  That was my impression. The Navy was pretty strongly opposed.  

 

BS:  What year were the first women - did they come there? 

 

MT:  First ones to McMurdo were a group of all women - a group of scientists from Ohio State. 

We gave a grant and were told that it would be OK if they came into McMurdo and went out 

immediately into the field and stayed in the field and didn't come into McMurdo Station. And 

that's what we did. Flew them in and back and I think they were loaded on an airplane to New 

Zealand without going into McMurdo at all. It worked out pretty well except that the helicopter 

pilots always seemed to find some excuse to drop into their camp whenever they could. 
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BS:  Do you remember which year? 

 

MT:  No, I don't remember which year. 

 

BS:  How about over at Palmer? When did women come there? There was a nun involved 

somewhere. 

 

MT:  Mary Alice McWhinney was involved at McMurdo. She also went to Palmer. She was the 

one that went on the RVEltanin  as the first woman. The nun was a professor of biology from 

DePauw University in Chicago. I recruited her for the RVEltanin because we could handle 

whatever we wanted to on the RV Eltanin . She brought along another nun. I think they were 

both nuns. Although the senior one wasn't in a convent. She was just a professor at this Catholic 

University and we put her on the RVEltanin for a year. Then we took her down to McMurdo. I 



guess I saw a picture of her as part of the crew at Palmer one time. Anyway, she spent two or 

three summers at McMurdo and finally they had her winter over one winter. 

 

BS:  She was the first woman to winter-over? 

 

MT:  Yes. 

 

BS:  There was another woman with her? 

 

MT:  Yeah. A nun from DePauw. Don't know her name. 

 

BS:  Not a nun. 

 

MT:  Yeah. They were both nuns. 

 

BS:  McWhinnie? 

 

MT:  McWhinnie was the senior person.  

 

BS:   Mary Alice. She was the first one at McMurdo. 

 

MT:  Yeah. She had a woman with her from her own university, from her own department. 

 

BS:  You don't know which year this was. 

 

MT:  I finally resigned from the NSF because of complications to do with retirement for me. I 

came to the University of Colorado in Boulder. I had planned to go to Northern Arizona State 



University, but University of Colorado seemed better. Besides, I am a native of Colorado. I now 

have an appointment as a Fellow, emeritus, at the Institute of Alpine and Arctic Research at the 

University of Colorado. I have continued with research and publication on high-elevation areas 

of the Colorado Rockies. 

 
(End of Interview) 
 


